1. Choose the four deck posts you wish to put solar lights on (Detail 1.1). Remove existing post cap, cap shipped with deck (Detail 1.2) and replace with new solar deck light post cap (Detail 1.3). Repeat for all four caps.

2. Drill two sides of the cap, opposite sides, with 1/8" drill bit (Detail 1.4). Repeat for all four solar light caps. Secure using 3/4" screw, plastic washer & snap cap at all locations (Detail 1.5).

3. Fit solar lights into caps and gently push to bottom. With 1/8" drill bit, drill two sides of cap, through cap & light base. Secure using 1/2" screws provided (Detail 1.6). Repeat for all caps.

4. Remove light top to activate. Turn black lid counterclockwise and remove. Pull battery protective strip out to activate. Put your hand over solar cell on top to see if light works (battery may require to be charged). Replace lid securely. If replacing battery make certain to dispose of environmentally (see Detail 1.7).